
2021 SHEDS (page 1 of 2) 

Cottage   Cape 

Web Site: www.JandGFarms.com  

      J&G Farms 
237 Route 565 Wantage, NJ 07461 

Office: 973-702-0700   Cell: 973-787-7445 
Facebook: J&G Farms/Blackburn’s 

SHED STYLES 

 

Cottage 

 

 

Cape 

Please see the 

OPTIONS sheet for 

ideas on customizing 

your shed. Options 

include loft, cupola, 

flower boxes, extra 

doors & windows, 

and much more. 

If you are looking for 
a Garage with an 
overhead door, 
please see the 

GARAGE price sheet. 

  COTTAGE SHED    CAPE SHED  METAL ROOF 
  6’ 4 ½” Wall  7’ 4 ½” Wall     6’ 4 ½”  Wall   7’ 4 ½” Wall    

Size Wood Vinyl Wood Vinyl  Size Wood Vinyl Wood Vinyl  Size Price 

6x8 $2,331  $2,583  $2,452  $2,716   6x8 $2,414  $2,680  $2,535  $2,812  6x8 $96 

6x10 $2,590  $2,892  $2,728  $3,043   6x10 $2,681  $2,999  $2,819  $3,150  6x10 $120 

8x8 $2,676  $2,864  $2,814  $3,016   8x8 $2,773  $2,969  $2,911  $3,121  8x8 $128 

8x10 $2,980  $3,211  $3,135  $3,382   8x10 $3,089  $3,330  $3,244  $3,501  8x10 $160 

8x12 $3,341  $3,584  $3,513  $3,774   8x12 $3,462  $3,717  $3,634  $3,907  8x12 $192 

8x14 $3,636  $3,947  $3,826  $4,156   8x14 $3,767  $4,093  $3,957  $4,302  8x14 $224 

8x16 $4,022  $4,346  $4,229  $4,574   8x16 $4,167  $4,507  $4,374  $4,735  8x16 $256 

10x10 $3,567  $3,872  $3,739  $4,062   10x10 $3,696  $4,015  $3,869  $4,205  10x10 $200 

10x12 $3,976  $4,276  $4,165  $4,484   10x12 $4,119  $4,434  $4,308  $4,643  10x12 $240 

10x14 $4,266  $4,637  $4,473  $4,865   10x14 $4,421  $4,809  $4,628  $5,037  10x14 $280 

10x16 $4,636  $5,000  $4,860  $5,246   10x16 $4,805  $5,188  $5,029  $5,434  10x16 $320 

10x18 $5,024  $5,381  $5,266  $5,647   10x18 $5,209  $5,585  $5,450  $5,851  10x18 $360 

10x20 $5,421  $5,780  $5,680  $6,065   10x20 $5,621  $5,997  $5,880  $6,282  10x20 $400 

10x22 $5,798  $6,136  $6,074  $6,439   10x22 $6,013  $6,367  $6,289  $6,671  10x22 $440 

10x24 $6,148  $6,479  $6,441  $6,802   10x24 $6,376  $6,722  $6,669  $7,045  10x24 $480 

12x12 $4,511  $4,870  $4,718  $5,097   12x12 $4,675  $5,051  $4,882  $5,279  12x12 $288 

12x14 $4,903  $5,264  $5,127  $5,510   12x14 $5,082  $5,460  $5,307  $5,707  12x14 $336 

12x16 $5,334  $5,615  $5,576  $5,881   12x16 $5,529  $5,826  $5,772  $6,092  12x16 $384 

12x18 $5,769  $6,078  $6,028  $6,362   12x18 $5,981  $6,305  $6,240  $6,590  12x18 $432 

12x20 $6,171  $6,478  $6,447  $6,782   12x20 $6,399  $6,721  $6,675  $7,025  12x20 $480 

12x22 $6,742  $6,884  $6,863  $7,206   12x22 $6,813  $7,143  $7,106  $7,465  12x22 $528 

12x24 $6,966  $7,317  $7,276  $7,659   12x24 $7,224  $7,595  $7,535  $7,937  12x24 $576 

12x26 $7,328  $7,803  $7,656  $8,163   12x26 $7,603  $8,101  $7,930  $8,462  12x26 $624 

12x28 $7,757  $8,249  $8,102  $8,628   12x28 $8,051  $8,566  $8,396  $8,946  12x28 $672 

12x30 $8,227  $8,729  $8,589  $9,128   12x30 $8,539  $9,067  $8,902  $9,466  12x30 $720 

12x32 $8,687  $9,216  $9,066  $9,634   12x32 $9,018  $9,575  $9,397  $9,992  12x32 $768 

12x36 $9,593  $10,249  $10,007  $10,704   12x36 $9,962  $10,651  $10,376  $11,106  12x36 $864 

12x40 $10,567  $11,287  $11,016  $11,780   12x40 $10,978  $11,733  $11,426  $12,227  12x40 $960 
 

*** 05-24-2021: These prices include a surcharge from the manufacturer due to lumber price increases and material shortages. Prices subject to change. *** 

Garages include overhead garage door, single door, 2 windows, gable vents, reinforced floor, and diamond treadplate. 

http://www.jandgfarms.com/


2021 SHEDS (page 2 of 2) 

Dutch Barn    Quaker    Mini Barn 

 Web Site: www.JandGFarms.com 

 J&G Farms 
237 Route 565 Wantage, NJ 07461 

Office: 973-702-0700   Cell: 973-787-7445 
Facebook: J&G Farms/Blackburn’s 

SHED STYLES 

 

Dutch Barn 

 

Quaker 

 

Mini Barn 

 

Please see the OPTIONS 

sheet for ideas on 

customizing your shed. 

Options include loft, cupola, 

flower boxes, extra doors & 

windows, and much more. 

If you are looking for a 
Garage with an overhead 
door, please see GARAGE 

price sheet. 

DUTCH BARN  QUAKER  MINI BARN  METAL ROOF 

Size Wood  Vinyl   Size Wood Vinyl    Size  Wood Vinyl  Size Price 

6x8 $2,498  $2,776    6x8 $2,533  $2,814   6x8 $2,212  $2,447   6x8 $96 

6x10 $2,773  $3,106    6x10 $2,811  $3,149   6x10 $2,460  $2,740   6x10 $120 

8x8 $2,869  $3,076    8x8 $2,909  $3,119   8x8 $2,540  $2,714   8x8 $128 

8x10 $3,198  $3,451    8x10 $3,241  $3,499   8x10 $2,827  $3,042   8x10 $160 

8x12 $3,584  $3,851    8x12 $3,632  $3,905   8x12 $3,170  $3,396   8x12 $192 

8x14 $3,900  $4,242    8x14 $3,954  $4,302   8x14 $3,450  $3,738   8x14 $224 

8x16 $4,312  $4,669    8x16 $4,371  $4,733   8x16 $3,819  $4,119   8x16 $256 

10x10 $3,825  $4,160    10x10 $3,877  $4,219   10x10 $3,384  $3,669   10x10 $200 

10x12 $4,264  $4,595    10x12 $4,322  $4,659   10x12 $3,772  $4,051   10x12 $240 

10x14 $4,576  $4,984    10x14 $4,639  $5,054   10x14 $4,047  $4,392   10x14 $280 

10x16 $4,975  $5,376    10x16 $5,043  $5,452   10x16 $4,396  $4,736   10x16 $320 

10x18 $5,395  $5,789    10x18 $5,469  $5,870   10x18 $4,764  $5,095   10x18 $360 

10x20 $5,821  $6,216    10x20 $5,902  $6,304   10x20 $5,140  $5,473   10x20 $400 

10x22 $6,229  $6,600    10x22 $6,315  $6,693   10x22 $5,494  $5,810   10x22 $440 

10x24 $6,603  $6,967    10x24 $6,695  $7,066   10x24 $5,827  $6,136   10x24 $480 

12x12 $4,839  $5,234    12x12 $4,870  $5,306   12x12 $4,280  $4,614   12x12 $288 

12x14 $5,262  $5,659    12x14 $5,334  $5,738   12x14 $4,649  $4,986   12x14 $336 

12x16 $5,726  $6,036    12x16 $5,805  $6,121   12x16 $5,058  $5,320   12x16 $384 

12x18 $6,195  $6,535    12x18 $6,280  $6,626   12x18 $5,471  $5,757   12x18 $432 

12x20 $6,626  $6,964    12x20 $6,718  $7,061   12x20 $5,850  $6,136   12x20 $480 

12x22 $7,058  $7,403    12x22 $7,155  $7,507   12x22 $6,227  $6,520   12x22 $528 

12x24 $7,485  $7,873    12x24 $7,590  $7,983   12x24 $6,600  $6,928   12x24 $576 

12x26 $7,877  $8,400    12x26 $7,987  $8,519   12x26 $6,944  $7,384   12x26 $624 

12x28 $8,344  $8,885    12x28 $8,461  $9,013   12x28 $7,345  $7,802   12x28 $672 

12x30 $8,853  $9,405    12x30 $8,979  $9,542   12x30 $7,787  $8,255   12x30 $720 

12x32 $9,351  $9,934    12x32 $9,485  $10,077   12x32 $8,219  $8,712   12x32 $768 

12x36 $10,333  $11,054    12x36 $10,482  $11,217   12x36 $9,074  $9,683   12x36 $864 

12x40 $11,390  $12,182    12x40 $11,556  $12,361   12x40 $9,989  $10,659   12x40 $960 

 

*** 05-24-2021: These prices include a surcharge from the manufacturer due to lumber price increases and material shortages. Prices subject to change. *** 

Garages include overhead garage door, single door, 2 windows, gable vents, reinforced floor, and diamond treadplate. 

http://www.jandgfarms.com/

